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Greetings from the Good Capitalist
 
Greetings!
This edition of the Good Capitalist highlights several new,
ground-breaking, and experimental projects.  Three are
being started by men who have found success in the
American business world and now want to use their
acumen and experience to give something back to their
home countries.  One is a new fund providing capital to
small, high growth companies in Kenya that is making an
appeal to "sophisticated" investors who understand the
uniqueness of its risks and rewards.  Others include a new
effort by Unitus, Inc. to spin off a for profit financial
services firm and an initiative to create a new model for
venture financing.  This month we are also spotlighting the
development of SoCap08, an innovative and cutting edge
conference for people and organizations passionate about
using business to change the world.   Finally, we introduce
new progress in the growth of the Social Capital Index, an
experiment which is about to undergo some structural
improvements.

As always, please contact me with any comments,
questions, or news you would like to see covered in the
Good Capitalist.

Sincerely,

Spotlight: SoCap08

There is lots of great news for Social Capital
Markets 2008 (SoCap08), a new conference
to bring together all of the people and
organizations with a passion to use business
to create a more just and sustainable world. 
There has been an onslaught of interested
organizations and individuals excited to get
on board. Some major players who have
signed on include Acumen, OPIC, Kiva.org,
Google.org, The Federal Reserve, The
United Nations Development Programme
and Grameen Foundation. Katherine Fulton
of The Monitor Institute will be opening up
Tuesday's workshops with a high level
overview on the Social Capital Marketplace
and the questions that come along with
coalescing such a broad spectrum of
players.

Organizers of SoCap08 are looking for ways
to spread word about the conference and
engage community members in discussions
about social enterprise.  As stated on its
website, SoCap08 aims to be the type of
event where conversations in the halls
become the content on the panels and the
main stage.  To kick off the dialogue in
virtual halls, conference organizers are
looking for blogs, discussion boards, and
online communities that are interested in
fostering conversations about social
entrepreneurship, clean and green
technology, social capital, digital inclusion,
microfinance, bottom of the pyramid
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Kevin Jones
newsletter@goodcap.net

Comment on Experimentation
by Meredith Walters

In putting together the news briefs for this month's edition
of the Good Capitalist, I noticed a theme emerging.  Many
of the organizations, people, and projects we report on are
experimental by nature and are doing things that have
never been tried before. In theory I always profess to like
the idea of innovation, originality, and experimentation, but
in reality I often become uncomfortable with the
uncertainty that it brings.  I know I am not the only one,
because I have noticed a temptation among some friends
and peers to acknowledge that their work is pioneering
and cutting edge while at the same time trying to sell it as
being tried, proven, or even guaranteed.  It occurred to me
that this is a dangerous strategy, as only if we
acknowledge the experimental nature of our work will we
set appropriate expectations and give ourselves the
freedom to fail.  In experiments, failure is temporary; it's a
disproved hypothesis that paves the way to future
success.  The same is true for our work to build a capital
market that creates a more just and sustainable world. 
Our power to create meaningful change comes from our
ability to tolerate uncertainty, risk, and possible failure.  To
overlook this fact would be to forget the nature of the
value we create.

The most powerful experiments are transparent and
shared.  Please contact me with any thoughts, questions,
hypotheses, or learnings at
meredith.walters@goodcap.net.

Social Capital Market
Feature News

Three Men Start World-Class
Funds for Their Home Countries
By Kevin Jones

businesses, and more. If you know of one or
have an idea or resource to share, please let
conference organizers know by writing
info@xigimedia.net.

For those interested in staying updated on
the progress of the conference, including
new speakers on the agenda or background
on their organizations, the SoCap08 Blog is
a great resource.  To reserve a spot at the
conference, click here (to receive a 40%
discount for Good Capitalist readers
between August 12 and 25, use code
SCM040 when registering) or contact
info@xigimedia.net with questions.

Upcoming Events

SoCap08: Social Capital Markets
Conference
October 13-15, 2008
San Francisco, CA

Social Capital Markets 2008 (SoCap08) is a
new event designed to bring together all of
the people and organizations with a similar
deep passion to change the world through
sustainable businesses models.  SoCap08
attendees will learn what works and what
doesn't in this new world of social capital
and social entrepreneurs. In an environment
where the attendees are largely responsible
for generating the content, people will be
able to network with their peers and discover
a whole new realm of like-minded individuals
and organizations they have always hoped
existed. Investors and entrepreneurs will find
themselves helping to create a new
community, gaining encouragement as they
find new partners, and helping to build
something big, important - and rapidly
growing.  For more information, check out
www.socialcapitalmarkets.net.

All Good Capitalist readers are eligible for a
40% discount from August 12-25.  To
receive your discount, use code SCM040
when you register.
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Arun Gore, Alvaro Rodriguez, and Mobdio Camara: these
three men made it to the top of the corporate or Wall
Street ladder and are going back to their home countries
to start social venture funds.

They are part of a wave of top new talent who are taking
the social capital market to the next level. Unlike the first
wave of Americans or Europeans with a mission to help
people in the developing world, these are people from that
world who are going back to create new and innovative
financial vehicles for change. All three will be among
those telling the stories and explaining their mix of
financial return and social mission at Socap08, the
upcoming conference for social capital markets.

Gore, who rose to be chief operating officer of TMobile,
the giant telecom company, is leading the new $35 million
Gray Ghost Social Venture Fund, which will invest in
information communication technology and other areas in
India and South and Central America. Rodriguez, along
with Michael Chu, is leading Ignia, a social venture fund
based in his hometown of Monterey, Mexico. Camara,
from Mali, is raising a $30 million fund that will focus on
putting equity into registered banks that do small and
medium enterprise and microfinance loans in Africa.  He
has already raised $5 million from Blue Orchard and
ResponsAbility for his Faso Investments (the name means
fatherland in his native Mandinka).

Rodriguez rose to the top at a succession of big
manufacturing, retail, and financial service companies
while Camara, after helping to turn around troubled banks
in Kenya and Uganda, has gone on to consult at the
highest level with major financial institutions all over the
world.

Their stories share common elements, from the creation
of a clearly focused enterprise being executed at a world
class level to aspects of personal transformation.  Their
decisions suggest a common realization that it was time to
put their skills to work making a difference back in the
places where they knew the people and the need.

"I turned 40, and I realized it's time to focus on more than
money," Camara said. For Rodriguez, the change came
when he became a member of a small group, each of
whom was leading some initiative to change the world.

GSBI Business Plan Presentation Event
August 28, 2008
Santa Clara, CA

The Global Social Benefit Incubator (GSBI)
is an intensive two-week residential program
at Santa Clara University that enables
successful technology innovators to become
sustainable in fulfilling their social missions
and to scale their endeavors.  At the August
28 business plan presentations,
entrepreneurs from around the world will
present their business plans.  Participants
will see how the innovative adaptation of
technology and models of social change, in
combination with grounded business plans,
can bring positive benefits to all of humanity.
For more information or to RSVP, click here
or write Sherrill Dale at sdale@scu.edu.

Youth in Microfinance Event
August 12, 2008
San Francisco, CA

Accion, Wokai, and SVMN are hosting a
happy hour to celebrate the importance of
youth in the microfinance community with
MicroBike USA, a group of college
graduates biking across the country to raise
awareness of microfinance, and Katie Smith
Milway, author of the children's book One
Hen.  For more information, click here. 
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After a while, Rodriguez said, he looked around and said
to himself, "What's my ante? What do I have to
contribute?". The result was Ignia, a fund that will bring
affordable health care and housing to Mexicans.

A decade ago, people like them might have waited until
their careers were over and then set up a foundation or
taken a role at a non profit. But the social capital market is
emerging as a viable force and this generation is not
waiting; they are using their skills in the prime of their lives
to create the businesses that make a difference in the
places they came from. "I had no background in managing
non profits," Gore said. "My strength is in running
operations, improving efficiencies, setting up process and
strategy, and increasing the bottom line."

"[At Ignia] we want to show that doing business at the
base of the pyramid (BOP) is good business," Rodriguez
said. "The only way we are going to win the fight against
poverty is to bring markets to the base of the pyramid.
Markets have been left out of that fight. But this is not
large corporations going [there] to sell them things, and it's
not MFI [microfinance]."

Rodriguez, Gore, and Mobdio all agree that investing one
million or more in equity in small and medium enterprises
that are too large for microloans and that have the ability
to grow to scale is the next step for moving beyond
microfinance. That's what they are trying to create in their
startup funds, and it's why they left their previous careers.

"The base of the pyramid is a large market, the people in it
are underserved, and those who serve it are inefficient. If
you put those three things together there exists an
opportunity, and those three elements are an
overwhelming characteristic of the base of the pyramid,"
Rodriguez said.

This is not the previous generation of social entrepreneur;
the charismatic, relentless visionaries who are constantly
told at conferences and awards ceremonies that they are
heroes but who never create a large enterprise. These are
world-class business people bringing change to their
homelands in the form of risk capital from investors who
expect a financial return while their money catalyzes
scalable social impact.
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These three men, one from India, one from Mexico and
one from west Africa, will not have to overcome the
cultural barriers and historical baggage that do-good
Westerners encounter when they try to work in the
developing world. They are creating ventures that are
going to make a new kind of difference in the world
through a homegrown form of development.  These are
sustainable businesses with a goal of empowerment of
the poor that the world has never seen before.

All three of these people and scores more, from
foundations to development agencies, from entrepreneurs
to people who just want to know more about this new
wave of mixing social mission with financial return, will be
among those convening in San Francisco on October
13-15th for the SoCap08 Conference.  It's the place where
they and their peers can show the watching world that the
social capital market is real, that it's big, that it's growing,
and that it's time to get involved.

Social Capital Market
News Briefs

August News

Fusion Investments, a UK-based member of the
emerging class of socially minded capital providers,
recently launched a new social private equity fund
that targets investment opportunities in Kenya.  Led
by Montagu Private Equity's former UK head, Phil
Goodwin, the fund is focused on meeting the
needs of small, high growth companies in Kenya, a
country which is often regarded as the economic
power-house of East Africa, but where access to
funding can be difficult.  Fusion's investment
philosophy rests on the belief that there is a
compelling opportunity to create social and
financial value by filling an existing gap in the
market for finance for emerging businesses that
have outgrown the scope of micro-finance or
informal borrowing but cannot provide the right
collateral or credit history to satisfy banks.  Fusion
is similar to other emerging investment firms that
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claim that business and social objectives are not
mutually exclusive, but is somewhat unique in its
acknowledgement that its particular solution is
neither a panacea nor without risk.  "There is
significant risk involved of course," acknowledges
Phil Goodwin, "and I would actively discourage any
investor who thought this was the 'next big thing.' 
The risks are here and now, and the returns likely
to be hard-won and long term."  This relatively
unique approach-creating realistic expectations,
acknowledging limitations, and admitting to the
experimental nature of the project-could create
impact beyond the immediate geographic and
financial scope of the project by shaping the
attitudes and expectations of investors considering
putting their money to work for good.

Unitus, Inc. announced last week that it is
launching a financial services firm to provide a
range of financial advisory and consulting services
to microfinance institutions (MFIs) and social
enterprises.  "While the sector has seen private
capital investments more than triple over the last
three years, lack of financing remains perhaps the
most significant challenge for hundreds of
high-growth, high-quality MFIs and social
enterprises," says Eric Savage, Managing Director
of Unitus Capital.  Functioning as an independent,
for profit organization, Unitus Capital will attempt to
improve capital flow by serving as a conduit
between capital market investors and MFIs and
providing debt and equity arranging and capital
structuring services.  Unitus Capital raised $5.5
million in seed funding from private investors and is
addressing a market of between 7,000 and 10,000
microfinance institutions worldwide.

Jed Emerson, co-founder of REDF, Senior Fellow
with Generation Foundation, and a fellow with the
Said Business School at Oxford University, has
accepted a new position as Managing Director of
Integrated Performance with Uhuru Capital
Management, a global investment firm launched by
Peter Kellner (co-founder of Endeavor and a
successful venture investor) and Neal Goldman (a
financial services entrepreneur who successfully
sold his firm, Capital IQ). Uhuru will pursue full,
market-rate returns for investors, while
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simultaneously developing an international network
of social entrepreneurs whose in-country insights
and perspective may be used to inform the
investing decisions of a variety of fund managers.
Accordingly, on a charitable basis, the firm will
allocate a significant percentage of its profits to
organizations led by social entrepreneurs focused
on economic development, job creation, and the
formation of human capital in the countries in which
Uhuru invests.  The goal is to help such
organizations achieve greater scale and impact
around the world.  Jed will work both with Uhuru's
investment team and fund partners to explore how
best to build such an international network of social
entrepreneurs and create the metrics and market
intelligence to assess aspects of integrated
performance of the firm and its partners.

Marc Dangeard, a web strategy and
entrepreneurship consultant, is working to build a
new funding model for startup companies to
address their need for risk tolerant capital.  With
traditional private equity and venture capital
investing, most entrepreneurs are passed over in
favour of the few ventures that promise outrageous
returns.  Entrepreneur Commons would provide
debt financing for a larger group of early stage
companies through a not-for-profit social network. 
A mutual guarantee fund would mitigate the
financial risk while the risk on the "management"
side would be addressed by the social network:
loans are by invitation only, so entrepreneurs would
have to be approved by their peers to get in.  The
benefit for social entrepreneurs is that they would
no longer have to promise extraordinary financial
returns at the risk of compromising their social
mission, because success in the mind of investors
is simply repayment of the debt.

CAN Social Investment announced that SVG
Capital, a private equity investor and fund
manager, will invest �40,000 a year for up to five
years in its Breakthrough Fund.  Breakthrough
provides strategic support and philanthropic growth
capital to selected and established social
enterprises.  SVG Capital is the second contributor
to the fund, joining its advisor and international
private equity specialist Permira, which committed
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�1.35 million over three years in 2007.

As of July 31, Root Capital had officially disbursed
a total of $100 million in loans.  The milestone was
reached with approval of a $500,000 loan to Suma
Pacha, the largest manufacturer of Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC)-certified wood in
Bolivia. The $100 million of loans distributed by
Root Capital is spread across 210 borrowers in 30
countries in Latin America, Africa, and Asia.  More
importantly, this milestone represents its progress
in helping farmers build sustainable livelihoods;
since launching operations in 2000, Root Capital
have touched the lives of 340,000 small-scale
producers, and is supporting over 2 million acres of
organic cultivation.

On July 24, the Aspen Network for Development
Entrepreneurs (ANDE) concluded its annual
summer conference.  ANDE is an emerging
network of entrepreneurial leaders who collectively
plan to manage over $750M in funds over the next
5 years and provide management assistance to
small and growing businesses, as well as the
foundations and investors who fund and support
these efforts. It is based on the belief that the
creation and development of competitive
businesses is a critically important response to
global poverty.  By drawing in the leading
practitioners and investors interested in the
challenge of creating business solutions to the
global poverty crisis, the summer conference aimed
to build a network of practitioners that can pool
their resources and efforts to have greater impact.
In doing so, ANDE intends to catalyze a movement
that will unleash the resources needed to start,
grow, and finance hundreds of thousands of small
businesses in the most challenging environments in
the world.

LGT Venture Philanthropy just announced the
launch of its Fellowship Program, which aims to
provide local organizations in its portfolio with
management support and capacity building
expertise.  Starting now, experienced business
professionals wishing to share and implement their
professional skills to create positive impact can
apply for a year of pro bono work with one of LGT's
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portfolio organizations in either Africa, India, or
Latin America. The first group of fellows will start
their fellowship in January 2009 and spend up to a
year with the local organization.  For more
information and application forms, click here. 

Social Capital Index Update 

Helping the Social Capital Index
Grow
By Andrea McGrath & Jason Rissman

Over the past several months we've been excited to tell
you about some fantastic up and coming companies
through the Social Capital Index's Deals in Play Reviews.
Perhaps you remember reading about businesses like
Potenco or 3rd Energy last month.  We hope you found
these reviews interesting... we were just getting warmed
up.

The response to the Social Capital Index (SCI) to date by
funds and enterprises has been encouraging, and we're
thrilled to let you know that we're now beginning to expand
our efforts to help grow the SCI (which currently includes
the Dealspace, Deals In Play, and Deals in Play Reviews).
In case you're lost amidst these audacious titles and
acronyms, let's take a step back and remind you of the
history and vision behind these efforts.

The Social Capital Index was first launched in the spring
of 2008 by Good Capital and xigi.net to create a place
where both investors and enterprises in the 'social capital
marketplace' could go to find recent deal information.
Since its launch this spring, the SCI has captured and
shared information on investments into funds, syndicates,
social enterprises and grants from relevant foundations
monthly in the "DealSpace"- which offers a place to find a
timely tracking of investments in the social capital
marketplace. The SCI has also listed and reviewed each
month social enterprises who are seeking capital in the
"Deals in Play" - which offers a monthly listing of social
enterprises in need of capital - and reviews of those
enterprises through the "Deals in Play Reviews". All of this
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has been shared to date through the Good Capitalist
newsletter and on the xigi.net platform, and most of the
content for these initiatives has been generated from the
relationships and activities of the Good Capital and
xigi.net teams.

Building on its successful launch, we are now planning to
expand the network of participants in the Social Capital
Index (SCI) to include other private equity funders - and
we need your help! The goal of the SCI is to track the
social capital market's growth, trajectory, market size and
social impact - AND - to create a platform where investors
can discover potential co-investors and entrepreneurs can
find investors and partners. To us, the growth of the social
capital markets is one of the most exciting and promising
things happening today. We want to tell its story and
support it however we can, and of course we'll need your
help, participation and feedback along the way. If you
know of a fund or company we should be covering, have
an idea for the index, or have questions about our plans,
please write us as socapindex@goodcap.net.  Stay tuned
for more from us and we look forward to working with
you.  

Good Capital is an investment firm that increases the flow of capital to innovative ventures that create
market-based solutions to inequality and poverty.  Good Capital manages the Social Enterprise Expansion
Fund, which leverages the power of venture capital to increase the impact of social enterprises.  Our
combination of growth capital and expertise acts as a catalyst that enables proven social enterprises to go to
scale, amplifying their social impact and financial return. In addition, Good Capital actively leads the
development of the emerging social capital market.  We share a deep commitment to the creation of a new,
informed, and passionate world of investing that strategically moves more capital to good. 

For more information about Good Capital or how to get involved, please visit our website at
www.goodcap.net or e-mail us at info@goodcap.net.  For information about the upcoming Social Capital
Markets Conference, which Good Capital is co-sponsoring, please click here.
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